ABSTRACT In this paper, a quantum image encryption scheme is proposed by using the inter-intra bit-level permutation strategy. The image to be encrypted is first represented by a novel enhanced quantum representation model, and then, the intra and inter permutation operations are successively performed on bit planes. The intra bit permutation is achieved by sorting chaotic sequence, and the inter bit permutation is accomplished with qubit XOR operations between the two selected bit planes. The ciphertext image is finally obtained through a chaotic diffusion procedure implemented with a quantum image XOR operation. The XOR operation is realized by controlled-NOT gates, which is controlled by a chaotic sequence generated with a logistic map. The parameters of the logistic map are sensitive, which makes the key space large enough to resist bruteforce attack. The proposed scheme not only modifies the pixel positions and gray values but also makes the bit distribution more uniform. The quantum circuits for the proposed encryption algorithm are devised. The simulation results and theoretical analysis show that the proposed method is more efficient than its classical counterpart, and its security is verified by the statistical analysis, keys sensitivity, and key space analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computation accomplishes information processing by using quantum mechanical systems, the parallelism and entanglement properties of which can effectively reduce calculation complexity, speed up processing tasks and secure information transmission [1] - [5] . As an important research branch of quantum information theories, quantum image processing (QIP) technology utilizes quantum mechanics to achieve classical image processing operations, which improves processing efficiency and therefore attract a lot of attention to this research
The digital image needs to be stored in a quantum computer for subsequent processing. In order to effectively compile quantum image, various kinds of representation models are proposed [6] . The relative research started with Qubit Lattice representation [7] , which stores the gray information by transforming the frequency of electromagnetic waves to quantum states. Afterwards, Real Ket representation is proposed to encode quantum image by using quantum states and its coefficients [8] . The research field of QIP is increasingly developed after the proposition of flexible representation of quantum images (FRQI) [9] , which only requires 2n + 1 qubits when encoding an image. Since the FRQI has flexible characteristics such as convenient geometric and gray transformation, based on which quantum image applications are extended to image watermarking [10] , [11] , image steganography [12] - [14] , image scaling [15] , image scrambling [16] , image encryption [17] , [18] , video encryption [19] and so on. Inspired by the idea of FRQI, a novel enhanced quantum image representation (NEQR) model is proposed by using a quantum sequence to store gray information [20] . Although NEQR requires more qubits, it can obtain accurate pixel value by quantum measurement as the gray information is represented with basic state.
QIP has intrinsic advantages in protecting image content because of no-cloning theorem and uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics. Therefore, lots of quantum image watermarking and image encryption schemes are proposed in recent years [21] . The proposed encryption schemes can be generally classified into spatial domain and frequency domain. With the help of double random phase encoding and quantum Fourier transform, Yang et al. [22] , [23] proposed quantum image encryption algorithms for gray and color images separately, which have better performance than classical counterparts. In addition, quantum wavelet transform combined with double diffusion operations are used in the image encryption application [24] . At present, most researches of quantum image encryption are focused in spatial domain. Zhou et al. used three kinds of quantum image geometric transformations to encrypt images, which need multiple storage and the encryption result is not satisfactory. Song et al. [25] proposed a quantum image encryption algorithm by utilizing restricted geometric and color transformations, which efficiently achieved pixel permutation and diffusion. Li and Zhao [26] proposed a simple quantum image encryption algorithm by employing controlled rotation gates to transform the qubits into a balanced superposition state. Wang et al. [27] suggested a quantum image encryption scheme through alternate iterations in frequency and spatial domains, the key space of which is large enough to resist various attacks. Zhou et al. [28] , [30] and Tan et al. [29] introduced chaotic systems into the field of quantum image encryption and proposed several quantum image encryption schemes. Iliyasu proposed two mathematical frameworks for quantum image watermarking [31] . Moreover, Chaos theory plays an important role in image encryption applications [32] - [34] . Khan and Ahmad [35] proposed an efficient selective image encryption algorithm by using TD-ERCS chaotic map. Ahmad et al. [36] utilized chaotic maps and orthogonal matrices to realize a noise-tolerant image encryption scheme. The Gingerbreadman chaotic map is also applied in the image encryption algorithm [37] which achieves good performance.
These quantum image encryption algorithms mentioned above all involve permutation operation, which is very important in protecting contents of the original image. The most commonly used method is pixel position scrambling, which modifies the coordinates of pixels. However, positions scrambling cannot change gray values. Considering the quantum image is generally represented with qubits, therefore bit-level pixel positions and gray values permutation are desired in quantum image encryption algorithms. In order to change pixel positions and gray values simultaneously a quantum image encryption algorithm using intra and inter bit permutation is proposed in this paper. The keys used to manipulate the permutation are generated with logistic map. NEQR is firstly used to represent image in quantum form, and then intra and inter bit permutation operations are successively performed. The intra bit permutation is achieved by sorting chaotic sequence. The inter bit permutation is accomplished with qubit XOR operations between two selected bit planes, which changes not only positions but also gray information.
The final ciphertext image is obtained through a chaotic diffusion procedure, which is implemented by using quantum image XOR operation. The XOR operation is realized by controlled-NOT gates, which is controlled by a chaotic sequence generated with logistic map The parameters of logistic map are sensitive, which makes the key space large enough to resist brute-force attack. The proposed scheme not only modifies pixel positions and gray values but also makes the bit distribution more uniform. The circuits of the proposed scheme are devised. Simulation results and theoretical analysis will verify the security and efficiency of the proposed method The rest of this paper is constructed as follows. In Section 2, the preliminary knowledge of NEQR and logistic map are briefly introduced. The proposed quantum image encryption scheme using intra and inter bit permutation is given in Section 3. Numerical simulation results and theoretical analysis are displayed in Section 4. Conclusion remarks are summarized in Section 5.
II. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE A. NOVEL ENHANCED QUANTUM IMAGE REPRESENTATION (NEQR)
NEQR [20] is developed from FRQI, and the main advantage of NEQR is that the grayscale value information is stored in a sequence of qubits instead of encoding gray information using angles like FRQI. The deterministic quantum states can be acquired accurately by quantum measurement. The pixel positions and values are represented with a entangled qubit sequence.
For a gray image I , the quantum representation form of NEQR is defined as:
where f (Y , X ) denotes pixel gray value at position (Y , X ). Suppose the range of gray value is 0 ∼ 2 q − 1, then a binary sequence withubit is used to encode the gray information as:
Then the image I can be written as:
The total number of qubits required in NEQR is q + 2n for a gray range 0 ∼ 2 q − 1 image with size of 2 n × 2 n .
B. LOGISTIC MAP
Chaotic systems are frequently used in image encryption schemes since they have excellent properties of randomness, deterministic and sensitive to initial conditions [38] . Logistic map is one of classical chaotic maps, which is designed with s-curve logistic function:
where α is a control parameter and the generated sequence is in chaotic state when α ∈ [3.57, 4]. The x 0 is initial parameter called seed, which can be viewed as a key for the generated pseudorandom sequence. The random sequences used in subsequent sections are generated with logistic map because it is simple and the chaotic effect is satisfactory.
III. QUANTUM IMAGE ENCRYPTION USING INTRA AND INTER BIT PERMUTATION
In this section, the proposed quantum image encryption scheme is detailed elaborated. Suppose the image to be encrypted I is represented as:
The whole quantum image encryption process includes three stages, i.e., intra bit permutation, inter bit permutation and chaotic diffusion. 
A. INTRA BIT PERMUTATION
For an image represented withubits, it can be viewed as a composition of q binary bit-planes and each bit value is 0 or 1. Through transforming gray value of each pixel into binary form, q bit-planes are obtained. The intra bit permutation is processed within each bit-plane. Fig. 1 illustrates the separated bit-planes of Boat image, from which can be seen that the higher bit-planes contain more original information as the weights of higher bit-planes are bigger. The intra bit permutation will modify the bit position while the weight of pixel value is not changed. In addition, the percentage of bits '0' and '1' is roughly equivalent in all bit-planes [39] , so the permutation operations will make bits uniformly distributed.
In the intra bit permutation stage, the logistic map given by Eq. (4) is used to generate bit streams for encryption. For the mth bitplane bp m , seed m is chosen as initial parameter. In order to make the output sequences in chaotic state, the control parameter is set to α = 3.99999 in the simulation. The generated sequences S m is obtained by iterating Eq. (4) for N 0 +2 2n times and the former N 0 is discarded for avoiding transient effect. The length of S m is 2 2n , which can be represented as
. Then the sequence S m is sorted in ascending order and a new sequence S m is obtained, which has same values with S m but the positions of elements are changed. The identical change of S m is applied on corresponding bit-plane bp m to complete intra bit permutation.
In order to change bit values of each bit-plane, the NOT gates are used in quantum circuits. For mth bit-plane bp m , the scrambled version bit-plane is denoted as bp m and the NOT gate positions denoted as G m can be calculated as: The quantum circuit designed for intra bit permutation is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The positions need to be changed is controlled using operation G. The obtained quantum state is represented as |I 1 , i.e.,
The symbol yx denotes the pixel in position (Y , X ). The intra bit permutation only changes bit positions in each bitplane and the scrambled bit-planes are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the original information cannot be recognized as the pixel values are changed. 
B. INTER BIT PERMUTATION
The inter bit permutation is processed between different bit-planes, which will change pixel information and gray information simultaneously. Considering the bit positions are randomly changed in previous intra bit permutation, the inter bit permutation in this stage operates only within the same pixel. The permutation is proceeded between different bitplanes at the same pixel location while the pixel location will not be changed.
Inspired by the Gray-code bit-plane scrambling algorithm [40] , the proposed inter bit permutation is accomplished with XOR operations between different bit-planes. Since the 1st bit-plane approximate random, it remains unchanged. Then an operating sequence set OS = [ 0 2 4 · · · q − 3 q − 1] is fixed for convenience, the number of which denotes the order of bit-plane. The sequence OS can also be generated randomly to further improve the security of proposed scheme. The inter bit permutation can be described as:
The inter bit permutation operation F applies on the intra bit permutated image |I 1 , then the scrambled image |I 2 is obtained by using quantum circuit given in Fig. 4 .
The bit-planes shown in Fig. 3 are scrambled with inter bit permutation, and the obtained bit-planes are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the bit positions are further confused, and the bit distribution is more uniform.
C. CHAOTIC DIFFUSION
The intra and inter bit permutations complete the confusion procedure, and the bit distribution approximates uniform at this moment. In order to obtain a satisfactory ciphertext image, diffusion operation is needed. The following procedure will change pixel values of original image and completes diffusion process. A pseudo-random sequence P = p 0 , p 1, · · · p 2 2n −1 is generated with logistic map by iterating N 0 + 2 2n times. In order to obtain a random sequence, the former N 0 is discarded and the rest 2 2n numbers are used for encryption. The elements in sequence P are firstly transformed into integer number and obtain another sequence PN ,
the range of which is in [0, 2 q − 1]. Thus the element pn j in sequence PN can be represented byubits as:
where the symbol YX denotes position of the pixel to be changed. The position denoted by YX is corresponding to position j in sequence PN . In order to change pixel values of image, an operator YX is defined as: The XOR operation can be implemented with controlled-NOT gate. Then the operator YX is applied on |I 2 ,
which changes the pixel value in position (Y , X ). To encrypt all pixels in original image, YX needed to be performed 2 2n times. Then the final encrypted quantum image |I 3 is obtained as:
The quantum circuit in chaotic diffusion stage is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The image Boat encrypted with proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 7(a) and the separated bit-planes are shown in Fig. 7(b)-(i) The example used to illustrate the proposed algorithm is a gray image called Boat, which consists 8 bit-planes. The proposed algorithm can also be used to encrypt color images. Generally, the color image is represented using RGB model, so each pixel is corresponding to 3 × 8 qubits. Therefore, the Eq. (5) can be used to express a color image with size of 2 n × 2 n through setting q to 24. Compared with gray image, this will use more qubits and make the scheme more complex, but the encryption steps for gray image and color image are the same. The image decryption process is just the inverse of encryption, and therefore the original image can be exactly recovered from encrypted image with correct parameters of logistic map. As the quantum logic gate is inverse, the whole decryption circuit can be represented in Fig. 8 . Through decryption procedure with correct keys, the original image |I can be obtained. 
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
Since the quantum computer is unavailable at present, numerical simulations are performed by using Matlab to verify the validity and reliability of the proposed quantum image encryption algorithm. As the quantum state can be represented with Hilbert space, the quantum images are simulated by using large matrices and the quantum operations are completed with unitary matrices. The security of the proposed algorithm is analyzed with statistical analysis, key sensitivity, key space and information entropy, which indicate the proposed algorithm is secure in theory. In addition, quantum images can effectively prevent eavesdropping and leaking in the transmission process according to the quantum non-cloning theorem.
The images to be encrypted are shown in Fig. 9 (a)-(l), the size of which are all 256 × 256. The corresponding encrypted images are shown in Fig. 10(a)-(l) . The parameters of logistic map used in the simulation experiments are set to seed1 = [0.5, 0.52, 0.53, 0.6, 0.37, 0.46, 0.38, 0.61] for intra permutation stage, seed2 = 0.49 for chaotic diffusion stage and the discarded number N 0 is set to 10000. For color images, the encryption key seed1 are the same in RGB channels. These parameters are randomly selected for encryption and they can be changed to other proper values.
A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To verify the security performance of the proposed algorithm, the statistical analysis including histogram and correlation are demonstrated in this subsection. The histograms of original images shown in Fig. 9(a)-(d) and corresponding ciphertexts are shown in Fig. 11 . The histograms of color image Airplane are illustrated in Fig. 12 with R, G and B channels, respectively. The histograms of the original image are different from each other, but the ciphertexts have similar gray value distribution.
The proposed scheme makes the histogram of ciphertext more uniform, which indicates that the attack based on histogram analysis is difficult.
In addition, correlations of original image and ciphertext are analyzed. In general, the adjacent pixels in natural images have strong correlation and the correlation is decreased in encrypted images. The correlation coefficient (CC) is calculated to judge the correlation of adjacent pixels, which is defined as:
where x, y represents pixel value andx,ȳ denotes mean value.
The CC values of original images and corresponding encrypted images in three directions are listed in Table 1 . It can be seen that the correlation of adjacent pixels is close to 0, which indicates that the correlation in ciphertext is largely eliminated. In order to display the pixel correlation intuitively, take Cameraman for example, the distribution of 10,000 pairs adjacent pixel are plotted in Fig. 13 . The distribution of original Cameraman in three directions including horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions are shown in Fig. 13(a)-(c) , and the corresponding correlation distribution of ciphertext are shown in Fig. 13(d)-(f) . It can be obviously seen that the correlation in the ciphertext is dramatically reduced.
B. KEYS SENSITIVITY
Sensitive keys can ensure the security of cryptosystem, and illegal user cannot obtain useful information even using a tiny changed key. The keys in the proposed scheme mainly include the seeds in the logistic map. There are 8 keys used in intra permutation stage, and 1 key used in chaotic diffusion stage. In addition, the sequence order used in inter permutation stage can be viewed as keys. To analyze key sensitivity, a slight change is made on one key and keep the other keys correct to decrypt the ciphertext image. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 14 . The decrypted image using incorrect key with deviation of 10 −16 is shown in Fig. 13(a) . The decrypted image with wrong operating sequence OS = [2 4 · · · 5 7 1] is shown in Fig. 14(b) . Fig.14(c) illustrates the decrypted image when the key deviation of seed2 is 10 −15 . It can be seen from the decryption results that the keys are very sensitive so attackers cannot obtain any useful information using keys even with a small deviation
C. KEY SPACE
The ideal key space for resisting brute force attack should be larger than 2 100 with current computer computation ability [41] . Base on key sensitivity analysis described above, the key space is constituted of logistic parameters and operating sequences. As the keys are independent, the entire key space KS can be calculated with the product of single key space. The key space in intra bit permutation stage is larger than 10 16 , and the key space in inter bit permutation stage is larger than 10 15 . As there are 8! kinds of combination for any pixel, therefore the key space in chaotic permutation stage is about (8!) 256×256 . The entire key space is calculated as follows: 
D. INFORMATION ENTROPY
The information entropy describes the degree of chaos in an encryption system by using the probability of gray value. For an image, the information entropy IE can be defined as:
where P (i) denotes the probability of gray level i. If the encrypted image is truly random and then the ideal value of IE should be 8.
The IE value of original image and its corresponding cipher image are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from the simulation results that the IE values are close to ideal value of 8, which indicates that the proposed algorithm can resist entropy attack.
E. PEAK SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO ANALYSIS
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is generally used to measures the difference between the ciphertext image and original image. Therefore, the PSNR can be viewed as a security evaluation parameter. The lower value of PSNR means the encryption effect is better. The PSNR is defined as: where MSE denotes mean square error. The O (i, j) and C (i, j) represent the pixel values at position (i, j) of original image and ciphertext image, respectively. The PSNR values obtained with the proposed method and Ref. [42] method are compared in Table 3 , from which can be seen that proposed method achieves better encryption results.
F. RESISTANCE TO CHOSEN-PLAINTEXT ATTACKS
A cryptosystem faces four classical types of attacks including ciphertext-only attack, chosen-ciphertext attack, knownplaintext attack and chosen plaintext attack, among which the chosen plaintext attack is the most powerful attack [43] - [46] . In the proposed scheme, multiple keys will be changed with different plaintexts. Therefore, the attacker cannot obtain any useful information through encrypting and decrypting several chosen images. As the proposed scheme can resist chosen-plaintext attack, it can also resist other types attack.
G. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, the computational complexity of the proposed quantum scheme and the corresponding classical scheme are compared. In the proposed quantum image encryption algorithm, the computation complexity mainly depends on the complexity of intra and inter bit permutation and chaotic diffusion. The quantum operations in intra bit permutation stage and chaotic diffusion stage are similar and the computational complexity is same. The computational complexity of inter bit permutation operation is O (n) [34] . In addition, quantum operation of XOR needs 2n-CNOT gate and the computational complexity of which is O (n) [47] . The processing time of three parts in the whole process are similar. Therefore, the computational complexity of whole algorithm is O (n). As the computational complexity of corresponding classical counterpart is O 2 2n , it can be seen that the proposed quantum image encryption algorithm greatly decrease computational complexity.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel quantum image encryption scheme has been proposed by incorporating logistic map with intra and inter bit permutation operations. The proposed encryption algorithm utilizes both intra and inter bit permutation to scramble pixels. Moreover, chaotic diffusion with logistic map is also performed to further secure images. The sensitive control parameters of logistic map make the key space large enough to resist brute-force attack. The quantum circuits are given and numerical simulation results show that the proposed scheme is secure to resist various attacks. The computational complexity of the proposed scheme is lower than classical image encryption algorithms.
The chaotic systems contribute to achieving better security performance in quantum image encryption schemes, so one of our future work is how to adopt multidimensional chaotic functions in quantum image encryption scheme. In addition, the proposed scheme mainly focuses on single gray or color image encryption. In order to improve encryption efficiency, quantum multi-image encryption will also be researched in future.
